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BACKGROUND WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
The distinction between gambling and gaming is becoming increasingly
blurred. Gaming now offers ‘gambling-like’ features, such as loot-boxes
and social casino games. Gambling offers ‘gaming-like’ features, such as
sophisticated graphics and skill-based gameplay. This distinction is all-themore complicated by new technological innovations (such as blockchain
and cryptocurrencies) and e-sports betting (the betting on professional
video game play). GREO is synthesizing evidence on the potential
harms associated with a blurring of gaming and gambling activities, and
is bringing stakeholders together to begin to mitigate this harm.

of gamers are expected
to be diagnosed with
pathological gambling
(Gentile, Choo, Liau, Sim, Li, Fung & Khoo, 2011)
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of Ontario youth play
video games, and 12.5%
report symptoms related
to a gaming problem
(Boak, Hamilton, Adlaf, Henderson & Mann, 2016)
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WHAT ARE WE DOING?

NEE
Gaming
typically involves participating
in games of skill with intended
outcomes such as advancing through
levels and/or earning in-game currency
or other game items. Gambling
typically involves participating in
games of chance with intended
outcomes of losing or gaining realworld currency. The gambling industry
often refers to gambling as gaming,
further complicating the terminology.

Synthesizing:
• GREO Brief: Loot boxes and Gambling
• GREO Brief: Blockchain, Cryptocurrency,
and Gambling
• Information brief on Skill-Based Gambling
• Information brief on Game Innovations

Collaborating:
A forum was held in collaboration with
Ontario Centre of Excellence for Child and
Youth Mental Health on the intersection
between gaming and gambling.
GREO is also sharing evidence and ideas
with the newly formed Gambling, Gaming
& Technology Use team at the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health.

Connecting:
GREO worked with researchers, policy
makers, and other stakeholders to develop
a provincial knowledge needs agenda.
The blurring line between gaming and
gambling was identified as one of several
priority areas. This priority was considered
when developing research priorities for the
Targeted Call for Patient-Oriented Research
in Mental Health and Addictions, Ministry of
Health and Long-Term Care funding call.

WHAT ARE
OUR IMPACTS?
Our ongoing work in this area
will help to:
• Raise awareness of the link between
gaming and gambling, not only
among stakeholders within the
gambling landscape, but across the
larger public and mental health sectors
• Spur conversations regarding the
regulation of gambling-like features in
gaming, with special attention to the
downstream effects these features may
have on younger players
• Create ongoing linkages between
the different provincial organizations
working towards a reduction in gaming
and gambling-related harms

CONSIDER THIS:

There are growing concerns about
the impact of video gaming on youth,
as evidenced by the World Health
Organization recognition of gaming
disorder in the draft ICD-11. Concerns
include time costs of gaming, financial
costs, and gambling-like elements such
as loot boxes.
RESOURCES:

Where Can I Learn More?
Contacts:
Travis Sztainert - travis@greo.ca
Knowledge Broker, Content Specialist
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